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This session...

• How do we recognize potential?

• How do we nurture all students’ potential?

• Shifting the way(s) we teach

• Thoughts on democracy in math class
Email me for a pdf of slides (I will post)
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Recognizing 
Potential...  



What factors keep 
some students from 
reaching their 
mathematical 
potential?

Discussion:



Factors to consider
• Student factors

• Motivation
• Intelligence

• Instructional factors
• Nature of the task
• Opportunities to struggle, think, figure things out
• Expectations that they will succeed
• An environment of trust, collaboration, respect, and 

(eventual) success, where perseverance and constructive 
feedback of each other are valued

• Insidious factors



• “Bell is simply dazzling.” Gramophone
• “No one stands in Mr. Bell’s shadow.” 

The New York Times
• “Pure bliss!” 

Associated Press
• “Joshua Bell is the greatest American violinist 

active today.”  The Boston Herald
• View YouTube video of Joshua Bell at the 

Washington metro station:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IMyXfdk_Fp8&feature=related

Joshua Bell

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IMyXfdk_Fp8&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IMyXfdk_Fp8&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IMyXfdk_Fp8&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IMyXfdk_Fp8&feature=related


Learning from Joshua’s Experiment...

• What lessons might this experiment 
offer to us as educators?

• How might our smartest students be 
disguised?

• Are all students potential Joshuas?

• Do all students have equal potential?



Intelligence
• Fixed vs. malleable (can also motivate learning)

• Confidence, perseverance

• From brain research: 
The activities a person engages in can 
change their intelligence.

• Who determines the activities a student 
engages in?



Superstar lawyers and math whizzes and software 
entrepreneurs appear at first blush to lie outside 
ordinary experience. But they don’t. They are 
products of history and community, of 
opportunity and legacy. Their success is not 
exceptional or mysterious. It is grounded in a web 
of advantages and inheritances, some deserved, 
some not, some earned, some just plain lucky—
but all critical to making them who they are. 
The outlier, in the end, is not an outlier at all. 

Malcolm Gladwell 
Outliers (2008)



I suspect that the current popular “scientific” theory 
that we are merely a genetic roll of our parents’ 
dice, or an amalgam of our brain chemistry, keeps 
us from truly exploring our human potential. 
Imagine if we were not so busy diagnosing new 
mental diseases and convincing people that they 
have weird and incurable conditions--
we might find out how amazing each child can be.

Anne Dunev,
Nutritionist, health writer



Insidious factors...
• Lack of real opportunity to learn

• Less qualified teachers in high-needs classrooms, 
especially for high-poverty students, students of color, 
English language learners, and high needs students

• Unequal access to technology, textbooks, and other 
instructional resources

• Too many unsafe, unhealthy, unstable, unacceptable 
learning environments

• Unintentional low expectations 



High Expectations means...
• Challenging our habits and beliefs

• Setting challenging standards for all students

• Doing whatever it takes for students to achieve 
the standards

• Never thinking in advance that you know 
where they’re headed

• Making sure they all get to struggle and 
succeed



How we teach matters...



Compelling 
Comparisons...



Low Medium High



Stated Developed



Typical flow of a mathematics class

• Demonstrates a 
procedure

• Assigned similar 
problems to students as 
exercises

• Homework assignment

• Presents a problem without 
first demonstrating how to 
solve it

• Individual or group 
problem solving

• Compare and discuss 
multiple solution methods

• Summary, exercises and 
homework assignment

U.S. Japan



Upside-down teaching
• Starting with a rich problem

• Students engaged in dealing with the 
problem

• Discussion, comparing, interacting

• Teacher helps students connect and notice 
what they’ve learned

• Then, exercises and homework



Why allow struggling?

• Sometimes math problems are hard.

• American students give up--don’t 
persevere.

• American teachers are compassionate.



All students need to 
constructively struggle--
to get to the good stuff.



Let’s peek at two 
classrooms...



Two classrooms
• Kindergarten (video not available to 

share)
(video clip from the Measure Up program:  
Maria DaSilva, University Laboratory School, 
Hannah Slovin, and Linda Venenciano, Univ. 
of Hawai‘i, Curriculum Research & 
Development Group)

• 12th-grade (utdanacenter.org/amdm)



• Listen for the questions the teacher asks.

• Listen for the nature of thinking students 
exhibit.

• Listen for when the teacher tells, 
answers questions.

While you watch...



Teacher talk I heard on HI videos...

• Can we always do that?

• Try to think if there’s a fast way.

• If we turned this into multiplication, what 
would it look like?

• I like the question you asked. It really got us 
talking about mathematics.



• Advanced Mathematical Decision Making

• Kelly Flickinger, Bowie High School, Austin ISD

• Numerical Reasoning: Tire lesson; Crowd lesson

• Video from April . . .

• View at: utdanacenter.org/amdm

12th grade math 



What teachers say... 

• Say what you just said again/Say more about 
that.

• Then what did you do?
• What does the ‘1’ represent in your solution?
• How did you know to...?/What made you use 7 

instead of 10?
• What did you guys do differently?
• What if...? What would happen then?



Thoughts on 
Democracy...  



Democracy

In today’s society, mathematics and science are 
essential for tomorrow’s citizens in terms of...

• education

• jobs

• informed decision making 
(personal and societal)



• Rising Above the Gathering Storm, National Research 
Council

• ‘IN’ quarterly special insert from Business Week [On 
innovation]

• TIME magazine, December 18, 2006 [Cover: “How to build 
a student for the 21st Century”]

• The World is Flat and Hot, Flat, and Crowded by 
Thomas L. Friedman

• Business Week, May 11, 2009 [Cover: “The US has 3 million 
job openings, and why that may not be good for America”]

Various Reports/Recommendations



How to Build a 21st Century Student

“This is a story about the big public conversation the 
nation is not having about education, the one that will 
ultimately determine not merely whether some fraction of 
our children get "left behind" but also whether an entire 
generation of kids will fail to make the grade in the global 
economy because they can't think their way through 
abstract problems, work in teams, distinguish good 
information from bad or speak a language other than 
English.”

TIME, Dec. 18, 2006



• The flattening world is becoming a more 
level playing field (is the US flattening?).

• Workers of the future need to be adaptable, 
creative, and able to learn quickly.

• We need more well educated STEM workers.

• Even non-STEM workers need more math, 
science, and 21st century skills.

• We need to overhaul the educational system.

The message...



What math do all students need?
The Big Three:

• Understanding math (making sense of it)
• Doing math (skills, facts, procedures)
• Using math (thinking, reasoning, applying, 

solving a range of problems)
The New Basics: deep transferable skills for versatilizing:

• Problem solving, critical thinking, creativity
Enough challenging, appropriate, relevant math to have 
options after high school and a secure economic future
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• Democracy starts with high quality instruction 
for every student:

• Rigorous mathematics

• Rich tasks

• All students with opportunities to 
struggle, think, communicate, and 
progress to ever more challenging 
mathematics.

Democracy



• Democracy would take place in a safe, 
nurturing environment, where all students’ 
opinions, answers, strategies are valued.
• In a democracy, all students would have 

access to high quality teaching and 
resources.
• In a democracy, all teachers would be 

supported and expected to continually 
improve their practice.

Democracy



Democracy
• In a democratic mathematics program...

• all struggling students would not be treated the same: 
the system would catch children before they are too 
far behind, and tailor an intervention to their needs;
• we would see that not everything depends on what 
came before, and we would let all students get to the 
good stuff; and 
• many students would get inspired to pursue a future 
with mathematics in it--and it wouldn’t depend on 
their name or their neighborhood.



What I see in some classrooms… 
• Pockets of Wonderfulness
• Teacher presentations and explanations, some very clear
• Some nice questions
• Active involvement of many kids part of the time and some 

kids a lot of the time
• Helping (scaffolding) one or two steps too far
• Short (or no) wait time
• Some kids wanting to be engaged but a little lost
• Some kids disconnected from the lesson
• A teacher just missing a great lesson by a little bit



Engaged students...
• Discuss
• Think
• Justify
• Write
• Model
• Reflect
• Wrestle with problems



Teaching for student engagement

• Expect a lot--eliminating bias

• Choose mathematically rigorous, engaging tasks

• Talk less--listen more

• Navigate the thin line between scaffolding and 
spoon-feeding

• Ask questions that push thinking 
(not fill-in-the-blank teaching)

• ...for everyone



Engaging English Language Learners 

• English language learners are often 
[inappropriately] given lower-level tasks.
• They need opportunities to read, write, listen to, 

and discuss oral and written text expressed in a 
variety of ways.
• Maximize opportunities for students to interact 

with others in English.

Kersaint	  &	  Thompson,	  yesterday
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The bottom line...

Our students won’t learn what 
they need to learn, 

if we don’t give them 
opportunities to learn it.



Achievement Gap



Untapped Potential



What if we raise the floor 
AND the ceiling?



Two Sides of Untapped Potential

• Bringing up all students to achieve their highest 
levels of mathematics and science--raising the floor

• Identifying the stars

• Raising the ceiling and letting them soar

• Untapped potential within each student, within 
groups of students, and at the school, district, state 
and national level



Untapped Potential



Unlimited Potential



Even our best students...

...will benefit from a strong, 
diverse, engaging, relevant 
classroom.
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...and ours is in theirs

Their future is in our hands



E-mail me for a pdf of these slides: 
cseeley@austin.utexas.edu

Cathy’s book (2009)
Faster Isn’t Smarter--

Messages About Math, Teaching, and Learning in the 21st Century 
(a resource for teachers, families, leaders, and policy makers)

Published by Math Solutions

Check out my websites: 
http://cathyseeley.com

http://csinburkinafaso.com
http://mathsolutions.com/fasterisntsmarter
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